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A Thousand and One Tales from the Palace of
the Mad Sultan is a hack of While the World Ends 1

and is inspired by Meguey Baker’s splendid game A
Thousand and One Nights 2, make sure to check it
out if you think a story telling game with an Arabian
Nights feel sounds cool.

Intro

A Thousand and One Tales from the Palace of the
Mad Sultanis set in the world we know from the
collection of stories A Thousand and One Nights.
Sultans, princes, princesses, evil viziers, beggars,
eunuchs, slaves, harem girls and clever servants
abound in a world of sand, sun, treasure, fantastic
colours and exotic fragrances. To be specific, it is set
in the Sultan’s palace.

The Sultan is mad, cruel and paranoid. He has
locked the gates of the palace, no one may enter
and no one may leave. He writes his book of One
Thousand and One Ways of Death , and he tests each
and every one of them using those who are trapped
behind his walls for subjects.

Death can come suddenly or be long expected;
painfully, painlessly or even ecstatically; bloodily
or without leaving a trace; beautifully, comically,
grotesquely or bizarrely; by the hand of a loved one,
an enemy or a stranger; by sickness or poison; to
the deserving or the innocent; by blow, stab, cut or
elephant ... These are but a few of the ways of death
that are listed in the Sultan’s book.

Everyone knows that Death is coming. Everyone
plans their escape. Trying to escape is punished
by death. Yet Hope is the last thing to leave the
desperate; everyone plans their escape.

The hack

To play this hack do the following changes to the
game.

Prep

Read the Intro above aloud instead of selecting
Aspects. Put five locations on the map, all of
them must be inside the mad Sultan’s palace. Add
characters to the places as usual.

The Change in this hack is fixed. The stakes are
that the winners escape, and the losers are caught
trying, and are killed by the mad Sultan.

Pick main characters as usual. The Goal should
be something that the character wants to accomplish
before leaving the palace, some unfinished business
that needs taking care of. The Fear is always “Get
killed by the mad Sultan.”

Introduce your characters according to the
pattern “My name is X , I am the Sultan’s Y . The
Sultan is mad, and I must escape the Palace before
he has me killed. But before I make my escape I must
first Z.”.

Play

Play proceeds as usual with the following exceptions.

Narrating scenes

In narrating scenes all the main characters meet to
enjoy to enjoy themselves and take their minds off
the horrors of life in the Sultan’s palace. The host
describes the location of the meeting, what food
he/she has brought and entertainment or activity
that the guests partake in. If a story is told, make
sure to play out how the other characters react to it.

The Fear

When the first Fear box is checked the Sultan takes
notice of the character.

When the second Fear box is checked the Sultan
meets the character and hints at what is to happen.

When the third Fear box is checked the Sultan
tries one of the deaths from his book on the
character. The player may describe the character’s
death himself/herself, or leave it to the player who
played the Sultan when the second Fear box was
checked.

The Change

When one of the sides get their fifth change
those characters escape, if they are still alive. The
characters on the other side are caught trying and
are killed.

1While the World Ends is needed to play, see http://wilper.wordpress.com/while-the-world-ends/ for further details.
2http://www.nightskygames.com/


